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NEW YORK: Dumping social media stocks that show
any sign of weakness is trending on Wall Street. Shares
of LinkedIn Corp. plunged Thursday after the profes-
sional networking service gave a disappointing out-
look for the second quarter, hurt largely part by its
pending purchase of online learning company
Lynda.com. Twitter, meanwhile, lost 23 percent of its
value through Thursday this week. On Tuesday, the
messaging service reported revenue and offered an
outlook that fell short of Wall Street’s expectation. On
top of that, investors had been rattled when Twitter’s
earnings report came out inadvertently nearly an hour
ahead of schedule.

The sharp declines came amid a particularly bad
week for the tech-heavy Nasdaq, which was down
some 3 percent this week, on pace for its worst week
this year. Tech darling Apple seems to be the biggest
culprit for the drop. Its shares fell 2.7 percent on
Thursday and are down nearly 4 percent for the week.
Not even Facebook seems immune to the dump, even
with last week’s solid earnings report behind it. Its

shares are down 3.4 percent for the week, although
they are up about 1 percent for the year.

Investor confidence
The double-digit stock declines at Twitter and

LinkedIn show that investors have little patience for
weakness in highly valued social media stocks. Twitter
attributed its revenue shortfall to weaker-than-expect-
ed contributions from some of its newer advertising
products. The shortfall came at a time investors were
looking for stronger advertising growth to make up
for less-than-stellar user numbers. Without either,
investor confidence was shaken. Sterne Agee analyst
Arvind Bhatia said he wasn’t surprised that Wall Street
reacted severely, given Twitter’s high share price valu-
ation and - at least until this week - its strong perform-
ance this year.

LinkedIn, whose high-flying stock has been bat-
tered for far less than Thursday’s weak outlook, gave
investors a rare negative surprise. It said its weak view
resulted from changes in currency exchange rates,

costs of its pending acquisition of Lynda.com and oth-
er items. The $1.5 billion deal announced earlier this
month is the largest in LinkedIn’s history. For the cur-
rent quarter,  Mountain View, California-based
LinkedIn expects adjusted earnings of 28 cents per
share on revenue of $670 million to $675 million. 

More extreme
Analysts were forecasting much higher adjusted

earnings of 74 cents per share on revenue of $719 mil-
lion, according to FactSet. The Lynda acquisition is
expensive, but LinkedIn is “building a great long-term
business,” said BGC Partners analyst Colin Gillis.

He also said there’s often a sharp market reaction
to LinkedIn’s earnings, with the stock moving at least
6 percent after results came out in the past eight quar-
ters and 10 percent or more in half of them. On
Thursday, however, the reaction was far more
extreme, The company’s stock tumbled $63.93, or 25
percent, to $188.20 in extended trading. The stock had
closed down 2 percent. — AP

LinkedIn joins Twitter in post-earnings tumble

SAN FRANCISCO: Microsoft hopes to get more people using the next
version of its Windows software on all kinds of devices by giving them
access to many of the same apps they’re already using on Apple or
Android phones. In a major strategy shift, a top executive told an audi-
ence of several thousand software developers Wednesday that
Microsoft will release new tools to help them quickly adapt the apps
they’ve built for Apple or Android gadgets, so they will work on smart-
phones, PCs and other devices that use the new Windows 10 operat-
ing system coming later this year. On the first day of the company’s
annual software conference, other executives showed off more uses
for Microsoft’s holographic “augmented reality” headset, the
HoloLens - although it’s not yet for sale. 

Losing ground
They also announced the official name for a new web browser,

called “Edge,” that they promised will be faster and more useful than
the Internet Explorer that’s been a Microsoft mainstay for 20 years. All
those initiatives are tied to the impending release of Windows 10, the
centerpiece of Microsoft’s ambitions to regain the stature it com-
manded when Windows-based PCs dominated the computing world.
Today, after losing ground to smartphones and tablets that run soft-
ware from rivals Apple and Google, Microsoft wants to make
Windows 10 the universal software for PCs, phones and other
Internet-connected gadgets. “Windows 10 represents a new genera-
tion of Windows, built for an era of more personal computing,” CEO
Satya Nadella said during a keynote speech, adding that today’s con-
sumers and corporate workers want to have the same experience
when they are using a variety of devices.

Although Microsoft has previously shown off some features of
Windows 10, it’s hoping to enlist an army of software developers as
allies in its campaign to build enthusiasm for the new release. The
company is using the three-day conference, called Build, to demon-
strate more features and app-building tools, with an emphasis on
mobile devices as well as PCs. “Our goal is to make Windows 10 the
most attractive development platform ever,” Vice President Terry
Myerson said. To win over consumers who use competing software,
Microsoft needs to persuade outside developers, who create software
for consumers and corporate clients, it’s worth their time to create
new apps and programs for Windows 10. “Getting developer buy-in is

absolutely the crucial thing,” said JP Gownder, a tech industry analyst
at Forrester Research. 

Major change
He said Microsoft has struggled with a “chicken-and-egg” prob-

lem, in which developers have been reluctant to build mobile apps for
Windows because relatively few people use Windows phones and
tablets. Currently, there are more than 1.4 million apps for Android
phones and about the same for Apple devices, while there are only a
few hundred thousand apps that work on Windows phones and
tablets. Microsoft’s move to help developers adapt their Apple and
Android apps for Windows 10 is a major change from the past, when
each company maintained rigid differences in their software plat-
forms. Microsoft is also hoping to entice developers by promising that
apps for Windows 10 will work equally well on PCs, mobile gadgets,
Xbox game consoles and even the HoloLens. The company has
another big carrot to wave in front of those developers: Microsoft has
already said it will release Windows 10 as a free upgrade to people
who now have PCs or other gadgets running the previous two ver-
sions of Windows, provided they upgrade in the coming year. That
could help create a huge new audience of Windows 10 users in a rela-
tively short time, Gownder said.

Developing nations
Myerson predicted there will be a billion devices using Windows

10 within the next two to three years. Apps for all those devices will be
distributed through a single Windows app store. Myerson also said
Microsoft will partner with wireless carriers so consumers who lack
credit cards can pay for apps on their phone bill - a popular method in
developing nations. Microsoft has not said exactly when Windows 10
is coming, although some were hoping the company would
announce a date on Wednesday.  Since he became CEO last year,
Nadella has been presiding over a major overhaul at Microsoft. He has
redesigned some of Microsoft’s most popular programs for mobile
users and invested in new “cloud-computing” services, in which busi-
nesses pay to use software that’s housed in Microsoft’s data centers.
Microsoft announced several new initiatives Wednesday for its Azure
cloud-computing service, which has emerged as a fast-growing rival
to a popular cloud business operated by Amazon. —AP

Microsoft opens Windows

10 to Apple, Android apps

Inked and irked: Apple

Watch users report

tattoo problems

NEW YORK: It’s an annoying problem for the unlucky few: the
Apple Watch’s heart rate monitor might not work if you have a
tattoo on your wrist. Inked and irked Apple fans have dubbed the
issue “TattooGate” on Twitter, complaining that they must
choose between their body art and their stylish gadget. Apple,
for its part, acknowledged the issue on its support website.
“Permanent or temporary changes to your skin, such as some tat-
toos, can also impact heart rate sensor performance,” the site
reads. “The ink, pattern, and saturation of some tattoos can block
light from the sensor, making it difficult to get reliable readings.”

While the issue might sound like one of those “1 percenter
problems” some Twitter users wondered how it happened that
Apple didn’t have a single designer or tester with a wrist tattoo
who would have noticed the problem. Apple suggests that users
who can’t get a consistent heart rate reading connect their Apple
Watch wirelessly to external heart rate monitors. If you have a
wrist tattoo and aren’t planning on removing it for the sake of the
watch, it might make sense to test out the heart rate monitor fea-
ture before you commit to a watch.

This isn’t Apple’s first “-gate” problem. “Antennagate” in 2010
was a short-lived problem with the iPhone 4’s antenna design,
which caused reception problems when people covered a certain
spot on the antenna with their bare hand. Then-CEO Steve Jobs
apologized to people who were not completely satisfied with the
iPhone 4, but denied there was an antenna problem that needed
fixing. Even so, the company gave out free protective cases. Even
so, “Antennagate” didn’t seem to make a dent in the iPhone’s
popularity or sour Apple’s devoted fan base, and it’s unlikely that
“TattooGate” will make or break the Apple Watch. — AP


